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2013 Review

Excellent year for leading global 
stock markets
Central bank support and investor confidence in the global economic recovery were the highlights 

of 2013, with an encouragingly robust showing by the U.S. economy in the second half of the year. 

Against this background, the Federal Reserve decided to taper off its stimulus to the economy while 

holding the key interest rate low, indicating that interest rates should remain low in 2014.

* In Canadian dollars, including dividends for equities. 
In Canadian dollars for bonds.

(Continued on page 2)

In Canada, despite modest growth in their income, many 
households increased their real estate purchases in 2013 
to capitalize on low interest rates. The euro zone emerged 
from recession and should gradually start growing in 2014.   

China maintained economic growth at a rate slightly higher 
than its government’s official target. Several emerging 
countries were bolstered by external demand while domestic 
demand remained limited. A number of emerging markets 
were also affected by capital outflows ahead of a tightening 
in U.S. monetary policy. Emerging countries that are less 
dependent on foreign capital performed better.

STOCK MARKETS GENERATE STRONG GAINS

As shown in the chart below, stock markets posted 
excellent returns in 2013 with U.S. equities leading the way. 

Against this background, the Desjardins Global Dividend 
Fund made the largest contribution to Chorus II Portfolio 
performance while, in absolute terms, the Desjardins Global 
Small Cap Equity Fund was the top performer among all 
portfolio funds. 

STOCK AND BOND MARKET INDEX RETURNS IN 2013*
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If you have any questions about your investments or any feature 
article in this newsletter, consult your representative and visit 
desjardinsfunds.com at any time.
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A more difficult year 
for fixed‑income securities

Sound equity performance helped Chorus II 
Portfolios post excellent returns in 2013.
Following solid gains in recent years, bonds, 
which represent the fixed-income portion of 
your Chorus II Portfolio, were penalized in 2013 
by a potential rise in interest rates resulting 
from the U.S. economic recovery and Federal 
Reserve actions. With bonds playing a stabilizing 
role in investments, the challenge in 2014 will 
be to maintain disciplined management while 
seizing the best market opportunities to optimize 
your Chorus II Portfolio return.

Focus on diversification and stay the course 
on your goals 

Market behaviour in 2013 shows signs of emerging 
trends for 2014. That said, no one can predict the 
future, which is why investment diversification, 
based on your risk tolerance, remains the best 
strategy for capitalizing on financial markets.

By staying the course on your goals and relying 
on the expertise of your Chorus II Portfolio 
managers, you hold all the aces for optimizing 
your investments. 

Source: Desjardins Global Asset Management Inc. 

LOOKING FOR THE BEST TIPS  
ON YOUR PERSONAL FINANCES?

The WebFinance Zone is a simple and easy 
way to get informed, where Desjardins 
experts make themselves available to share 
their expertise on personal finance issues 
in addition to answering your questions.

Register for free at: 
desjardins.com/webfinance-zone

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
ON DESJARDINSFUNDS.COM 

The Fund Facts, the Simplified Prospectus and 
the Annual Information Form for March 2014, as 
well as the Quarterly Information on Investment 
Portfolio (unaudited) as at December 31, 2013 
are now available in the Information Center 
section at desjardinsfunds.com in the Legal and 
Financial Publications sub-section, and at sedar.
com. The Desjardins Funds Policy on the Exercise 
of Proxy Voting Rights, for 2014, is also available.

To learn more about financial markets and your Chorus II Portfolio 
performance, please view the video clip on Chorus II Portfolio returns as 
at March 31, 2014 available around April 25, 2014. Go to: 

> desjardinsfunds.com/chorus    > Useful links    > Videos

Eight new Desjardins Corporate Class Funds
As a complement to Chorus II Corporate Class Portfolios, Desjardins Funds has created eight new Desjardins Corporate Class Funds1 to enhance its 
offering to investors looking for tax benefits outside registered plans such as RRSPs or TFSAs.

Similarly to Chorus II Corporate Class Portfolios, these new Desjardins Corporate Class Funds provide tax benefits – their legal structure makes it 
possible to eliminate the tax impacts of transfers between portfolios or funds.

These new Desjardins Corporate Class Funds are available as single funds and have the same asset allocation as funds for registered accounts with 
the same name.
1  Available as of April 14, 2014

ENHANCED CORPORATE CLASS OFFERING

To learn more about the new 
Desjardins Corporate Class Funds, 
go to desjardinsfunds.com or talk 
to your representative.

CANADIAN EQUITY FUNDS

• Desjardins Dividend Growth Corporate Class
• Desjardins Canadian Equity Income Corporate Class
• Desjardins Canadian Equity Value Corporate Class
• Desjardins Canadian Equity Growth Corporate Class

AMERICAN EQUITY FUND

• Desjardins American Equity Growth Corporate Class

GLOBAL AND INTERNATIONAL EQUITY FUNDS

• Desjardins Overseas Equity Growth Corporate Class   
• Desjardins Global Small Cap Equity Corporate Class
• Desjardins Emerging Markets Opportunities Corporate Class
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FINANCIAL EDUCATION BY ANGELA IERMIERI 
Desjardins Group Financial Planner*

FROM WEALTH ACCUMULATION TO INVESTMENT WITHDRAWAL

Reap the benefits of an efficient tax strategy  
One of the key features of Chorus II Corporate Class Portfolios is their tax efficiency,  
whether you are accumulating capital or drawing on your investments. 

Accumulating capital

If your needs change along the way, you can 
transfer your investments from one Chorus II 
Corporate Class Portfolio to another with no tax 
impact, since the tax payable on capital gains 
will be deferred. 

This way, you can grow your investments even 
more, as long as your capital remains invested 
in a corporate class investment. Moreover, the 
distributions made by Chorus II Corporate Class 
Portfolios are limited to tax-efficient income, 
namely capital gains and Canadian dividends. 

Drawing on your investments

You can transform your Chorus II Corporate 
Class Portfolio into T-series. With this withdrawal 
strategy, you can receive a fixed income, while 
maintaining the life of your capital or receiving 
higher income.  

With T-series shares, you can receive steady 
monthly income without triggering any 
significant capital gains, since a major portion 
of the withdrawals can be considered as a return 
of capital, with tax on it deferred as capital gains.

Depending on your projects, you can also 
receive income tailored to your needs, drawn 
from your investments. However, keep in mind 
that realized capital gains are taxable when 
you sell units of your Chorus II Corporate Class 
Portfolio. That is why it’s important to plan this 
step well and determine the optimal withdrawal 
strategy while factoring in your other retirement 
income sources.

Talk to your representative about the tax strategy that best suits you.

* Financial Planner and Group Savings Representative for Desjardins Financial Services Firm Inc.

DYNAMIC MANAGEMENT

ETFs bolster Chorus II Portfolio performance
Exchange‑Traded Funds (ETFs) are one of the strategies used to ensure dynamic management of your Chorus II Portfolio. 
They bolstered your Chorus II Portfolio performance in 2013 by allowing the manager to adjust asset allocation in portfolios. 
ETFs also enabled the manager to capitalize on market trends and seize investment opportunities. 

ETFs that excelled in 2013

ETFs that contributed the most to Chorus II 
performance in 2013 are:

• SPDR S&P 500 ETF (U.S. equities);

• iShares MSCI EAFE ETF  
(European and Asian equities); and

• SPDR S&P Natural Resources ETF  
(natural resource companies).

Chorus II Portfolio performance in the third 
quarter of 2013 was also driven by short-term 
U.S. bond purchases and an exposure to gold.

Despite uncertain global market conditions, 
particularly in the second and third quarters of 
2013, Chorus II Portfolios generated excellent 

returns, boosted by the flexibility provided 
by dynamic management among other factors.

ETF IMPACTS ON CHORUS II PORTFOLIOS FOR EACH QUARTER OF 2013

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4  2013

Bonds + – – – –
Equities + + + + ++
Natural resources –  + + +
Currencies + –   –
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FOR THE THIRD 
CONSECUTIVE YEAR 

The Desjardins 
Emerging Markets  
Fund stands out
In 2013, for the third consecutive year, 
the Desjardins Emerging Markets Fund 
obtained the FundGrade A+ rating awarded 
by firm Fundata.*

This rating confirms that the Desjardins 
Emerging Markets Fund remains a top 
performing investment fund in its category. 
This rating is awarded to funds with not only 
the best risk-adjusted returns, but also those 
with the highest level of consistency.
*Source: www.fundgradeawards.com/awards.aspx

Achieved for the year 2013

SocieTerra Portfolios  
are five years old!
In January 2014, SocieTerra Portfolios celebrated their fifth anniversary. With their creation 

in 2009, Desjardins Funds offered the first all-in-one socially responsible investment solution 

in Canada. The aim was to enable investors to use socially responsible investing as a catalyst 

for change as well as a vehicle for growing their investments. Five years later, with over 68,000 

enthusiastic investors, we can claim “mission accomplished.” We take this opportunity to thank 

you for your trust and contribution to the development of socially responsible investing!

EXCLUSIVE CHORUS II OFFER

Experience a VIP ROUGE evening 
at the Cirque du Soleil
As a Chorus II Portfolio investor, you could win one of seven pairs of VIP ROUGE 
tickets for the new Cirque du Soleil® show, KURIOS - Cabinet of curiosities® at the 
Old Port of Montréal.

The VIP ROUGE tickets give you access to the VIP ROUGE area, as well as VIP 
treatment before the show and during intermission. You will get the best seats 
available (Premium class), a five-star welcome and hospitality in the VIP ROUGE area, 
fine wines and food, a night’s stay at Le St-Sulpice Hotel in Montréal, and much more.

Interested?

Go to desjardins.com/chorus-contest and fill out the entry form for the exclusive 
Chorus II VIP Rouge evening at the Cirque du Soleil.®

A draw will be held of all entries received by May 15, 2014, and winners will be 
contacted by phone.

KURIOS - Cabinet of curiosities and Cirque du Soleil® are trademarks owned by Cirque du Soleil and used under licence.
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STAY ON TOP OF PROGRESS  
Follow updates on dialogues with companies  

made possible by your investments.
Go to desjardinsfunds.com/SRI-results  > Concrete results

SRI  Socially Responsible 
Investment

B U L L E T I N

The Desjardins Funds are not guaranteed, their value fluctuates frequently and their past performance is not indicative 
of their future returns. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with 
mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. The Desjardins Funds are offered by such 
registered dealers as Desjardins Financial Services Firm Inc., a mutual fund dealer belonging to Desjardins Group that 
distributes the Funds in caisses throughout Québec and Ontario, as well as through Desjardins Business Centres.

desjardinsfunds.com
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